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4 elements of musical sound

Music Pitch elements – registration (high or low); Organization of resin with a pattern of intervals between them creates scales; Words we could use to describe scales of scale: basic/minor, chromatic, kovel, pentatonic. Rhythm is an element of music time. A specific rhythm is a specific pattern in time; we
usually hear them in relation to a persistent pulse, and mentally organize this pulse or pace per meter (sometimes called the signature of time). Meter organizes strikes in groups, usually of two or three; bits can be divided into small units usually 2, 3 or 4 divisions melody, or musical line, is a combination of
pitch and rhythm (some say duration). Sometimes the melody is considered the theme of the composition. We can characterize the melody by its contour (rising or falling) and the size of the intervals in it. The melody, which uses mostly small intervals (or steps of scale) and is smooth, is said to be a
conjunct melody. Unsurprisingly, the melody, which uses large intervals, is called a diesel melody. The motif (or motif) is either a very short melody or a different part of a longer melody. I could describe the opening four notes of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony as a motivating cell. Timbre – sound quality or
tonal color; timbre is a characteristic that allows you to distinguish one instrument from another, and the difference between vowel sounds (e.g. long a or er). Terms we could use to describe the timbre: bright, dark, brass, perishable, harsh, noisy, thin, buzzing, clean, raspy, sharp, smelt, tense. I prefer to
avoid describing the timbre in emotional terms (excited, angry, happy, sad, etc.); it's not sound quality, it's its effect or interpretation. Instead of describing the tool's timbre in other terms, it's often more understandable to simply describe the timbre by naming the instrument once we've learned the names
and sounds of multiple instruments. The speaker is loud or soft. The composition, which has extremely soft passages as well as extremely loud passes, is said to have a large or wide dynamic range. The dynamics can change suddenly or gradually (crescendo, getting louder, or decrescendo, becoming
softer.) Texture – monochlomatic (one voice or line), polyphonic (many voices, usually similar, as in a Renaissance or Baroque point), homophonic (1. melody with a simple accompaniment; 2. chords moving in the same rhythm (homorrhythmic)) heterophony – mixed or several similar versions of the
melody performed simultaneously (rare in European music; possibly used in ancient Greece) collage - juxtaposition &amp;amp; overlaying extremely different meter textures or sounds and examples Most of the world's music has momentum or punch (exceptions include jackouchati music from Japan,
Gregorian singing from Europe, various forms of Arabic music, some Australian didjeridu music, etc.). As a rule, pulses are organized (performer, listener and composer) in groups, usually from 2 to 5 in a group, and are usually regular (the same number number beats repeated over and over again, and the
blows are always the same length). This grouping is a common meter idea. Most of the music derived from European sources falls into the DUPLE (2 or 4 beats) or TRIPLE meters. The impacts themselves can be divided into smaller parts, usually 2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 pairs (duplication or triple units). Music
derived from folk music in the Balkans or from other sources, such as India, have beats that are irregular in size. These strikes tend to be groups of two to three sub-pulses (or pulse units). I prefer the term asymmetrical, but there is no perfect term for this concept. The organization of time in European
music usually takes place on at least three levels. The middle ground, the level to which we are more likely to touch our foot, is a punch (or pulse) that is grouped at a higher level into groups of beats known as activities or bars. They go in the other direction, the blows are divided into smaller parts.
Sometimes it's hard to decide what the baseline or pulse rate (or tempo) is. For example, fast music in a triple meter could be heard as a slow or moderate pace (60 beats per minute) with its beat divided into three parts, or as a very fast stream of beats (180 beats per minute) that are grouped into threes.
In music, there is a play between repetition (pattern) and diversity. Regularity of the meter generates a set of expectations, and these expectations can be manipulated to create emotions, movement, surprise, etc. For example, in a 4-punch meter (4/4 or total time), the first blow is the strongest blow, and
the third blow is the next strongest. The second and fourth strikes are weak blows. The heavy accents on these beats create a sense of surprise known as syncopation. Repeated heavy accents on the second and fourth beats create a sensation known as rock 'n' roll. Another use of strong/weak beat
differences is the relative degree of melodic closure; when the melody ends with beat 1 (downbeat), it is called a strong cadence and has the greatest sense of closure, finale, rest or completeness. Summary section: The first half of this section tries to define music as a theme and offers views on music,
including basic vocabulary and what you need to know about music to include it in your work with children. The second half provides a brief overview of music education and teaching in the US, which provides the basis of discipline for the book. I. The definition of music Music is one of the most difficult
terms to define, partly because beliefs about music have changed dramatically over time only in Western culture alone. If we look at music in different parts of the world, we find even more variations and ideas about what music is. Definitions range from practical and theoretical (Greeks, for example,
defined music as tones arranged horizontally as melodies and vertically as harmony) to quite philosophical (according to the philosopher Attali, music is a sonorous event between noise and silence, and according to Heidegger, music is what truth has set itself up for work). There are also social aspects of
music to consider. As musicologist Charles Seeger points out, Music is a communication system involving structured sounds produced by community members who communicate with other members (1992, p.89). Ethnomusicologist John Blacking declares that we can go further to say that music is a
sound that is humanly patterned or organized (1973), covering all bases with a very broad stroke. Some theorists even believe that there can be no universal definition of music because it is so culturally specific. While it may be hard for us to imagine, many cultures, such as those in African countries or
among some indigenous bands, have no word for music. Instead, the relationship between music and dance with everyday life is so close that people don't need to conceptually separate the two. According to ethnomusicologist Bruno Nettle (2001), some North American Indian languages have no word for
music as different from the word song. Flute melodies are also marked as songs. The Hausa people of Nigeria have an extremely rich vocabulary for discourse about music, but no word for music. Basongye from Zaire have a broad notion of what music is, but there is no corresponding term. For
Basongye, music is purely and specifically a human product. For them, when you're satisfied, you sing, and when you're angry, you make a noise (2001). The people of Liberia's Kpelle have one word: sung to describe a movement that dances well (Stone, 1998, 7). Some cultures prefer certain aspects of
music. Indian classical music, for example, does not contain harmony, but only three textures of melody, rhythm and drone. However, Indian musicians will more than overcome the lack of harmony with complex melodies and rhythms not possible in the West due to the inclusion of harmony (chord
progressions) that require less complex melodies and rhythms. What we can hear as music in the West may not be music for others. For example, if we hear the Koran performing, it might sound like singing and music. We hear all the parts that we consider music---, pitch, melody, form, etc. Still, the
Muslim understanding of this sound is that it's really elevated language or recitation, not music, and belongs to a separate category. The philosophical considerations behind this are complex: in the Muslim tradition, the idea of music as entertainment is looked at as humiliating; wherefore, the Holy Qur'an
cannot be marked as music. Exercise 2A Listen to the Koran Recitation, 22nd Surah (chapter) of Koranya, recitated by Mishari Rashid al-Efashi of Kuwait. While the exact definition of music varies widely even in the West, the music contains melody, harmony, rhythm, timbre, pitch, silence, shape or
structure. What we know about music so far... Music consists of Sound. Music consists of both sounds and silence. Music is deliberately made by art. Music is a humanly organized sound (Bacan, 2011). The working definition of music for our purposes may be as follows: music is a deliberately organized
art form, the environment of which is sound and silence, with the main elements of the pitch (melody and harmony), rhythm (meter, tempo and articulation), dynamics and qualities of timbre and texture. In addition to the standard definition of music, there are behavioral and cultural aspects to consider. As
Titon points out in his semi-final text Worlds of Music (2008), we make music in two different ways: we make music physically; That is, we bow the strings of the violin, sing, press the piano keys, blow the air into the flute. We also make music with our minds, mentally constructing ideas that we have about
music and what we believe in music; that is, when it should be performed or what music is good and what music is bad. For example, the genre of classical music is perceived as a higher social status than popular music; the vocalist of the rock band is valued more than the drummer; early blues and rock
were considered ply and negatively influential; we mark some songs as children's songs and consider them inappropriate to sing after a certain age; Etc. Music, above all, works in sound and time. It is a sound event—communication just like language that requires us to listen, process, and respond. To
that end, it's part of a continuum of how we hear all sounds, including noise, language and silence. Where are the boundaries between noise and music? Between noise and speech? How do some music, such as rap, challenge our original notions of language and music by integrating language as part of
music? How do some compositions, such as John Cage's 4'33's, challenge our ideas of artistic intent, music and silence? Read also John Cage 4'33'' watch this Annenberg Video: Exploring the World of Music Activity 2B Imagine the reaction of the audience as they experience Cage 4'33 for the first time.
How can they react in 15 seconds? 30? One minute? Basic Music Elements Sound (overtone, timbre, pitch, amplitude, duration) Melody Harmony Rhythm Texture Structure/form Expression (dynamics, pace, articulation) In order to teach something, we need consensus on the main list of elements and
definitions. This list includes the main elements of music as we understand them in Western culture. 1. Sound Overtone: A fundamental step with shed pitches sounding over it according to a series of overtones. Overtones are what gives each note its own unique sound. Watch this throat singing Tembr:
Tone the color of sound as a result of overtones. Each voice has a unique tone color, which is described using adjectives or metaphors such as nasal, resonant, bright, bright, tall, low, breathable, piercing, bell, rounded, warm, melted, dark, bright, heavy, light, vibrato. Step: Frequency vibration (notes
names C, D, E, etc.). Amplitude: How loud or soft the sound is. Duration: How long or short the sound. 2. Melody Sequence of musical notes; a series of pitches are often ordered into phrases. 3. Harmony Simultaneous, vertical combination of notes, as a rule, form chords. 4. Rhythm Organization of music
in time. Also closely related to the counter. 5. Texture Density (thickness or thinness) layers of sounds, melodies and rhythms in the work: for example, a complex orchestral composition will have more opportunities for dense textures than a song accompanied only by a guitar or piano. The most common
types of texture: Monochrochable: One layer of sound; Such as.. solo voice homophony: Melody with accompaniment; for example, vocalist and band; singer and guitar or piano accompaniment; Etc. Polyphony: Two or more independent votes; for example, round or fugue. Watch this musical texture 6.
Structure or shape of sections or movements of a piece; i.e. poems and abstinence, sonata shape, ABA, Rondo (ABACADA), theme and variations. 7. Expression dynamics: volume (amplitude)- how loud, soft, medium, gradually becomes louder or softer (crescendo, decrescendo). Pace: Beats per minute;
how fast, medium or slow a piece of music is played or sung. Articulation: the way in which notes are reproduced or words are pronounced: for example, long or short, underlined or unstable, such as short (stakato), smooth (legato), underlined (marcato), sudden accent (sforzando), slur, etc. What do
children hear? How do they react to music? Now that we have a list of definitions, for our purposes, let's clarify the definition of music, remember how children perceive the musical and musical components of sound (timbre), melodies, harmony, rhythm, structure or shape, expression and texture. Children's
music meetings can be self- or peer initiated, or initiated by a teacher or staff in class or day care. Regardless of the type of meeting, the main musical elements play a significant role in how children respond to music. One of the most important elements for all people is the timbre of sound. Recognizing the
timbre of sound is important to a person in helping us distinguish between the sound source, i.e. who calls us—our parents, friends, and more. It also alerts us to possible dangers. Children are able to distinguish between the timbre of sound from a very young age, including vocal timbres of peers, relatives
and teachers, as well as timbres of various instruments. Research shows that even very young children are quite sophisticated listeners. Back in two years, children respond to musical style, pace and dynamics, and even show a preference for certain musical styles (such as pop music over classical),
starting at the age of five. Metz and his peers argue that the shared competence revealed in young children is to inject through movement the most permanent and distinctive features of music, such as dynamics, meter and tempo (Metz, 1989; 1997; Chen-Haftek, 2004). On a cumulative level, children
physically respond to the beat of music, and are able to move more accurately when the pace of music is more clearly consistent with a child's natural pace. As you might expect, children respond to dynamic levels loud and soft quite dramatically, changing their movements to suit changing volume levels.
The fact that children seem to react to expressive elements of music (dynamics, tempo, etc.) should not come as a surprise. Most people respond to the same attributes of music that kids do. We hear changes in tempo (fast or slow), speaker changes (loud or soft), physically respond to the rhythm of bass
or drums, and listen carefully to the melody, especially if there are words. They are among the most ear elements, along with rhythm and melody. That's what we expected. However, there are other studies whose findings are more vague on this issue. According to Sims and Cassidy's study, the attitudes
and responses of children's music don't seem to be based on specific musical characteristics, and children can have very idiosyncratic responses and listening styles (1997). Mostly children are non-discriminatory, positively react to almost any type of music (KIM, 2007, p. 23). Exercise 2C What type of
music can children respond best given their musical perceptions and inclinations? Is there a certain genre of music, or a specific song or set of songs? How can you get them to react actively by engaging high levels of cognitive sophistication? Musical translation vocabulary After familiarizing yourself with
the main musical dictionary above (for example, melody, rhythm), read the practical teaching dictionary: in other words, musical terms that you can use when working in music with a lesson for children who meet their natural perception of music. For most children, the basics are easily transmitted through
concept dihotomy, Such as: Fast or Slow (Tempo) Loud or Soft (Dynamics) Short or Long (Articulation) High or Low (Pitch) Steady or Uneven (beat) Happy or Sad (emotional response) Interestingly, three pairs of these dihotomy are in Lowell Mason's Manual for Boston Academy of Music (1839). For
children from a slightly older age, more advanced concepts such as: Duple (2) or Triple (3) Meter Melodic Contour (melody coming up or down) Rough or Smooth (Timbre) Poem and Refrain (Form) Basic or Small (Scale) Music Motifs are what most people react to first. However, while an important part of
the music listening in our culture is simply subjectively reacting to how music makes you feel like an Olympic judge who says she feels happy when watching a gymnast vault. That may well be true, but it doesn't help the judge understand and evaluate all the elements that go into performing the gymnast's
exercise or how to judge it Research shows that teachers familiar with musical basics, and especially reading notes, are more comfortable to include music when working with children (Kim, 2007). Even just knowing how to read music changes a teacher's level of trust when it comes to singing, so it's



important to have a few basics under your belt. Preparation for learning to read music Formal reading notes is not required in order to understand the basics of music. Younger children can learn musical concepts long before studying written designation. Applying some dictionaries and concepts from
above will help you start to distinguish between some of the inner workings of the music. The good news is that any type of music can be used for practice. Melodic direction. Just being able to recognize whether a melody is going up or down is a big step, and an important auditory cognitive process for
kids to go through. Imagine the melody of a song such as Row, Row, Row of Your Boat. Sing a song by dividing it into two phrases (phrase 1 begins with a line, phrase 2 begins with a fun one). What is the direction of phrase 1? Phrase 2? Draw a finger the direction of the phrase in the air as you sing. The
practice of describing different music timbres is to play different types of music on Pandora, for example, and try to describe the timbres you hear, including the singer's vocal timbre or instrumental timbres. Expression. Now the practice of describing the expressive qualities of the song. Is there a dynamic?
What type of articulation is there? Is the pace fast, slow, medium? Learning Notation: Pitch It sounds simple, but notes or pitches are building blocks of music. Just the ability to read a simple designation will help build your confidence. Learning notes on staff certainly seems boring, but coming up with
mnomonics for notes about staff can actually be fun. For example, most people are familiar with: Every good boy deserves fudge to point out treble clef lines notes F A C E to indicate trembling clef space notes Good Boys Deserve Fudge Always for bass clef line notes All cows eat grass for bass clef
cosmic notes But allowing kids to develop their own mnemonic device for these notes can creatively How about Grizzly Bears Don't Fly Planes for clef bass lines, or empty trash in front of dad flips or elephants get big dirty feet for clef treble lines? Notes Treble Staff Note / Pitch Name Practice Note
Review: Spell Words with Notes Learning Notation: Rhythm Rhythm refers to the organization of musical elements in sounds and silence. The rhythm takes place in melody, accompanied by, and uses combinations of short and long durations to create patterns and entire compositions. Rest is as important
to music as sound rhythms because, like language, rests to use silence to help organize sounds so we can better understand them. Notes and peace of mind All note All rest Dotted half Dotted half rest Half note Half note Quarter note Eighth note Eighth rest Sixteenth note Sixteenth rest Rhythm Practice:
Label each rhythm 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. Study designation: Meter Meter concerns the organization of music in strong and weak beats, which are separated by measures. Having children feel strong bumps, such as down, the first blow in moderation, is relatively light. From there, it's a matter of counting,
hearing and feeling how strong against weak beats are grouped to create a meter. Duple Meters In the wasteland meter each measure contains a grouping of two strokes (or a multiple of two). For example, in a 2/4 time signature, there are two strokes in moderation with a quarter of a note receiving one
punch or one count. There are four strikeouts in the 4/4 time signature in moderation, and a quarter of the note also gets one hit or a tally. Examples of rhythms 2/4 In a triple meter, each measure contains three strokes (or a multiple of three). For example, there are three strokes in the 3/4 time signature in
moderation, and a quarter of the note gets one hit. Examples of 3/4 rhythms both the blowhole and the triple meter are known as simple counters - meaning that each beat can be divided into two-eighths of a note. The 6/8 time signature is very common for nursery rhymes and songs. At 6/8, there are six
strikeouts in moderation with every eighth note getting one hit each. 6/8 is known as a folded meter, meaning that each of the two main impacts can be divided into three parts. Examples of 6/8 Rhythms s Learning Designation: Dynamics Learning some basic concepts of dynamics and pace will allow you
to better access children's involvement in listening to music and acceptance. Two main dynamic readings in music: p, for piano, meaning soft f, for forte, meaning loud or indeed, with force, on Italian Thinner degrees of volume or softness are marked: mp, for mezzo-piano, meaning moderately soft MF, for
mezzo-forte, meaning moderately loud There are also more extreme degrees of dynamics presented: pp, for pianissimo and means very soft FF, fortissimo and means very loud Conditions for volume change are: Crescendo (gradually increasing volume) Decrescendo (gradually decreasing volume)
Crescendo Decres Practice speakerscendo Fill in the blanks below using the following terms: fortissimo, pianissimo, mezzo-forte, mezzo-piano, crescendo, decrescendo, forte, piano 1. in 2008, 2000-f 3. ff 4. mp 5. 6. mph 7. 10000000000000000 Training Designation: Tempo's tempo is the speed of music,
or the number of beats per minute. The pace of music is quite contagious, and children physically respond at both fast and slow speeds. Below are some timing and their beats per minute to help you estimate different rates. Terms are in Italian, and are listed from the slowest to the fastest. Largissimo:
very, very slow (19 beats per minute or less) Grave: slowly and solemnly (20-40 bpm) Lento: slowly (40-45 bpm) Largo: overall (45-50 bpm) Larghetto: quite wide (50-55 bpm) Adagiogio: and stately (verbatim, at ease) (55–65 bpm) Andente: at a walking pace (verb andare in Italian means walking) (73–77
bpm) Antantino: slightly faster than Andante (78–83 bpm) Marcia Moderato: moderately, in the manner of the march (83–85 bpm) Moderato: moderately (86–97 bpm) Allegretto: moderately fast (98–109 bpm) Allegro: fast, fast and bright (109–132 bpm) Vivace: lively and fast (132–140 bpm) Allegrissimo:
very fast (150–167 bpm) Presto: extremely fast (168–168–167 bpm) 177 bpm) Prestissimo: even faster, than presto (178 bpm and above) Terms that relate to a changing pace: Ritardando: gradually Accelerando slows down: gradually accelerating weight sets of musical notes organized by pitch. In
Western culture, we mainly use basic and small scales. However, many children's songs use pentathonic scales (both basic and secondary) as well. The main scale consists of seven different pitches, which are organized by a combination of half steps (one note on the piano to the next note) and whole
steps (two half steps together). The main scale is as follows: A whole half of an entire half or W W W W W W H. The slight scale uses the following formula: W H W H W W. Pentatonic scales found in many early American and children's songs use only five pitches, hence moniker pentathonic. There are
many types of basic pentathonic scales, but one of the most popular major pentathonic scales is similar to the main scale, but without the 4th or 7th resin (FA or Ti). One common slight pentathonic scale is similar to a small scale, but also without (FA or Ti). Basic, minor (natural) and pentathonical scales of
The Main Scale (C Major) Scale Practice Mark half the steps and whole steps for the main scale of C. Practice of writing your own C of large scale. Mark half the steps and entire steps of a small scale A. Practice of writing your own small scale. Resources for further learning There are numerous websites
that cover the basics of music, including staff, notes, cleefs, ledger lines, rhythm, meter, weights, chords and chord progressions. Music theory www.musictheory.net musictheory.net is a resource of music theory from basic to complex. Contains active definitions of musical terms; music lessons about
music notation values and exercises designed to further understand musical notes, chords and many other musical aspects. This site also includes a pop-up piano and a random calculator specifically to help users learn and practice their evolving musical skills. It also has a product page with apps that
people can buy to practice and use music on the go through their smartphones. The site would be appropriate for people aged 12 and over, and is extremely user friendly. Musictheoryvideos.com was designed by Stephen Wiles in hope theory of music is an active part of the study of music. The site
includes music theory lessons for pupils from grades 1 to 5 in tables, lists and videos to help the student better understand many parts of the music. There are videos about the importance and difference of treble and bass clappers; there is a list of musical terms and what they mean, and the site even
contains videos entailing the transpossion of music. It would be a great resource for teachers to offer students, especially those who might benefit from some additional information outside the classroom. The site contains information that will take a student step by step through the basics of music theory
through simple short videos, complete with British accent storytelling. www.childrensmusicworkshop.com/musictheory/index.html Childrensmusicworkshop.com contains several different slideshows designed to teach students different parts of music, such as cleefs, time signatures, keys, and how to read
different notes about employees. The site also includes links to print various types of notes, including SATB (soprano, viola, tenor, bass), piano, blank, and custom notes. The site is designed to help teach students about music, but it can be useful for teachers as well if they need new ways to help
strengthen the material. www.mymusictheory.com Mymusictheory.com useful lessons for students of grades 1-6, as well as useful links for teachers when it comes to teaching music theory. For teachers, they provide music cards, lesson plans, music-strengthening words, and many other useful resources
in one place. The site is broken down by class, with each level containing exercises and practical exams for material learned during each lesson. www.8notes.com 8notes.com is a great website full of music lessons for several instruments, including, but not limited to, piano, guitar, vocals and percuss.
Free note music is available for various instruments as well as music from various popular movies. Online metronome, guitar tuner, pure note music, music theory lessons and musical converters are available 8notes.com. This site will be useful for those studying new instruments as well as experienced
musicians who are simply looking for new music to play. Note Reading keyboard skills Many classroom teachers have a piano in their rooms and don't know how to use them or underestimate them. Learning to play the basic melody on a piano or keyboard or even putting a few chords to them is a great
confidence builder, and kids love singing on piano accompaniment! Notes on Keyboard II. Music Education in America Music Education does not exist isolated in music class. It is influenced by trends in general education, society, culture and politics. — Harold Abeles, critical issues of music education,
2010 How has music education evolved in its current form? Have music professionals always taught music? What were the musical duties of a teacher in the classroom? Well, to answer these we have to look to the past for a moment. Initially, music and education worked side by side for centuries. Early
Musical Teaching of the 18th Century: Singing Schools and Their Melodic Books To Official Music Education in the United States, was music and education primarily experienced through religious education. Music education in the US began after pilgrims and puritans arrived when ministers realised their
congregation needed help singing and reading music. Several motels developed melody books that used four solfege notes (Mi, Fa, Sol, La) and form notes to teach people to sing psalms and hymns needed to properly church sing. By 1830, singing schools based on the techniques found in these books
began to appear throughout New England, with some people attending singing school classes every day (Keane, 1982). They were promised that they would learn to sing in a month or become music teachers themselves in three months. Some consider the anthem music of this time uniquely American —
drawing styles from Ireland, England and Europe, but using dance rhythms, free harmonious rules and complex vocal parts (counterpoint), where each voice (soprano, viola, tenor and bass) sang its own unique melody and no one had the main melody. Original American composers like William Billings
wrote hundreds of hymns in this style. Johann H. Pestalozzi (1746-1827) Pestamozzi was an educational reformer and Swiss philosopher who was born in 1746. He is known as the father of modern education. Although his philosophy is more than 200 years old, you can recognize his ideas as sounding
quite modern. He believed in children's education, which promoted understanding of the world from the child's level, taking into account individual development and specific, tactile experience, such as working directly with plants, minerals for science, etc. He advocated teaching the poor as well as rich
children, destroying the subject of its elements and broad, liberal education along with teaching teachers. In the U.S., normal schools took off by the end of the 19th century, and proponents of the Pestalozzi education reform would implement a teacher training system that affects us to this day. Lowell
Mason (1792–1872) and Lowell Mason's Best Music movement, considered the founder of music education in America, were a fan of Pestalomzzi's ideas, particularly the rote method of teaching music, where songs were experienced and repeated first and then concepts were taught. Mason was the
author of the first series of the book based on a rote method in 1864 called The Song Garden. Mason was very critical of both the singing schools of the day and the compositional style. He was horrified by the promises the schools were singing to his students—namely that they could be qualified to teach
only a few months of the lessons and general methods of composition used at the time. Mason felt that music, including composers like Billings were rude and rude. To change that, he promoted the simplified harmonies that made melody the greatest aspect of music, and lowered the importance of other
vocal parts to support melody. He did so by establishing the form of the singing notes of schools that carried out his musical vision. The result was that the original style of the anthem became a look at the shape of the singing notes of schools, mostly in the South, where they have flourished for years. The
most famous book with a form-note is called Sacred Harp. Housed in the Library of Congress of the United States (Library of Congress of the United States and [1]) [Public Domain], via WikiCommons called New Britain, Amazing Grace appears in the 1847 Southern Harmony publication in the form of
notes Songs in the Sacred Harp were religious hymns. Amazing Grace was one of the songs published in this book. Amazing Grace John Newton (1779), Sacred Harp Songbook (1844) watch this form Note Sing to Watch This Sacred Harp-Shaped Note Sings Read More Form Notes In 1833 Lowell
Mason and others began to introduce the idea of music education in schools. Mason, along with Thomas Hastings, went on to sing the first public school music program in Boston, starting with the Boston School of Singing, which taught children to sing according to his methodology. After all, ordinary
classroom teachers were educated in ordinary schools (later called teachers' colleges), developed in the mid-19th century, where they taught in general subjects and, as expected, taught art as well (Brown, 1919). The revamped elementary school, aware of the limitations of the 3 R curriculum, enriched its
program by adding activities such as singing, drawing, constructive classes, storytelling and games, and trying to organize its work from the perspective of children rather than subject matter (Temple, 1920, 499). Music and normal school Normal schools in the 19th century grew out of the need to educate
the burgeoning young American population. These schools were teacher training courses, usually with access to model schools where teachers on teaching could observe and practice teaching. Music was a significant part of education. The Missouri State School in Warrensburg emphasized the
importance of music in its catalog from 1873-1874: Vocal music—the importance of music as one of the fields of education is fully recognized. Vocal music is taught throughout the course... and teachers are encouraged to make it part of a course of study at every school they can be associated with
(Keane, 1982, 204). Music and education in America: Music leaders of the twentieth century, who oversaved the work of classroom teachers, received additional training in music. Music education in the early 20th century continued under the guidance of the music leader, while classroom teachers learned
to teach music to their students. Gradually, the process of specialization began to take place music has become a regular subject with its own certification, an educational tradition that continues to this day. By the 1920s, institutions in the U.S. began providing degrees in music education and, along with
bands such as the Music Superintendent Conference (later the National Music Educator Conference and currently the National Association of Music Educators, or NAfME), supported the use of qualified music teachers in schools. Eventually art broke into different specialties, and a separate role as a
music teacher as we know it was created. Ironically, there was great concern at the time about these special music teachers. Since the music was no longer in the hands of classroom teachers, great efforts were made to bring the music into as close a relationship to another work as possible under the
now arrangement of a special music teacher (Goodrich, 1901, 133). Modern Music Education Educational Methods The role of music in the U.S. educational system is constantly under discussion. On the one hand, many see structural problems inherent in the connection of music to its history, and the
brilliant distinction between the prevalence, importance and function of the role of music in everyday life and its embatable role in Sloboda's class (2001). On the other hand, increased advocacy is needed to justify the existence of music and child benefit conditions amid the threat of permanent budget
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